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Abstract: The record photovoltaic performance of perovskite solar cells is constantly increasing,
reaching 26% currently. However, there is a crucial need for the development of simple architectures
that are compatible with large-scale industrialization and possess adequate stability. The aim of the
work presented here is to compare the efficiency of glass–glass and glass–backsheet encapsulations for
carbon-based perovskite solar cell application, which possesses a great potential for industrialization.
This was conducted by first separating the relative effects of humidity and heat. A time evolution of
the macroscopic power conversion efficiency (PCE) was performed, together with specific characteri-
zations in order to scout the origin of flaws and degradations. A significant contribution of the paper
is the identification of both TiO2 and carbon layers as barriers against moisture permeation, which
inhibit moisture paths through the interfaces. This is the origin of the equivalent durability of both
studied systems, even if the glass–backsheet encapsulation was found to be less efficient than the
glass–glass encapsulation at protecting perovskite from damp-heat aging when TiO2 or carbon layers
are not used.

Keywords: photovoltaics; perovskite; encapsulation process; durability

1. Introduction

The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of perovskite solar cells is rising steadily and
now reaches 26% [1], which represents a threefold increase over 10 years [2]. To attain such
an efficiency achievement, the various layers constituting the device architecture have been
continuously improved [3,4]. Unfortunately, the stability/reliability of perovskite devices
still needs progress [5]. In other words, further research should be carried out to ensure that
perovskite devices maintain stable electrical parameters during J–V curve measurement
and are able to pass the ISOS or IEC standards. Although prolonged durability has already
been achieved for some device architectures [6,7], the exact contribution of each component
toward better reliability and the occurring degradation mechanisms both need to be well
understood to make the adequate choice of material combination.

A promising first solution is the use of device architectures without any hole trans-
porting material (HTM), and especially without organic materials. For instance, the major
part of highly efficient perovskite architectures uses the costly hole transporting Spiro-
OMeTAD material, which is known to be unstable at high temperatures [8]. The proposed
solution is affordable due to the availability of carbon-based perovskite solar cells (c-PSC).
Various c-PSC device architectures have already been tested [9], providing stable, cheap
and large-scale processable perovskite devices. We can bring to light two recent works
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conducted by our teams. A record efficiency of 18.5% was achieved in 2022 by Zouhair
et al. [10] by adding a 2D perovskite electron blocking layer between the 3D perovskite
absorber and the carbon electrode. Another promising performance enhancement was
also described in 2023 by Perrin et al. [11] leading to a 14% efficiency for a fully scalable
architecture using inkjet printing for the perovskite deposition together with a process
fully conducted in ambient atmosphere. The perovskite deposition is here made as a final
step via infiltration through a ZrO2/carbon mesoporous scaffold without any HTM. The
latter technology presenting a particular interest for industrial scale-up will be used in this
paper. The different layers of the selected c-PSC device are inorganic, thus more robust than
organic materials. According to the literature [12–14], TiO2, ZrO2 and FTO are thermally
stable and highly corrosion-resistant materials. In addition, the carbon electrode is noted
for its chemical stability and hydrophobicity [15], the latter providing additional protective
properties [16] under environmental stresses.

The literature reveals that the choice of perovskite absorber is also crucial for the heat
and moisture resistance of the photovoltaic devices [17]. The perovskite absorber used
here is a (MAPbI3), (AVAI)0.05 formulation. The ammonium valeric acid iodide (AVAI)
additive was added to the traditional methyl ammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) perovskite
formulation for the achievement of better durability against humidity and temperature [16].
Thermal decomposition of MAPbI3 perovskite into PbI2 could occur under prolonged
thermal stress conditions as low as 85 ◦C [17]. In addition, the presence of humidity in
perovskite materials has been identified as tragic. MAPbI3 experiences hydrolysis, which is
thermally accelerated. First, water molecules are attached to the grain boundaries of the
perovskite layer, creating a monohydrate and/or dihydrate phase. Then, when the layer is
heated, the intermediate phase decomposes with lead iodide (PbI2) as a byproduct [18].

For the reasons mentioned above, AVAI additive was added to extend the service
life of perovskite [6] in our systems. However, the use of an efficient encapsulation [19]
is mandatory to obtain a reasonable lifetime under the so-called damp-heat (DH) test
(85 ◦C/85% RH). The different encapsulation concepts usually applied to perovskite pho-
tovoltaic devices are the following: glass–glass encapsulation using various polymers as
sealant material (e.g., polyolefin elastomer, ethylene vinyl acetate, polyurethane, poly-
isobutylene [20,21] or UV-cured epoxies and resins [21,22]), glass frit sealing [23] or a
single polymer rear cover (for instance: poly methyl methacrylate [24], fluoropolymer [25],
etc.). More specifically, Fu et al. [20] found that polyurethane may be applied at a low
lamination temperature (80 ◦C), but encapsulated cells of similar architecture to those
studied here withstood 325 h of testing at 85 ◦C. Otherwise, Shi et al. [21] utilized blanket
polyisobutylene as an encapsulant with promising results (540 h of DH 85 ◦C/85% RH
stability), but the specific material can only be used as an edge-sealant in case of large-area
PV modules. Cao et al. [22] sealed devices with UV resin, however, the devices were not
tested at high relative humidity and, in general, the selection of a UV resin should be
conducted carefully since some of them are incompatible with the perovskite devices when
applied as encapsulants and do not provide thorough protection when applied only as
sealants. Additionally, Martins et al. [23] suggested laser-assisted glass–frit encapsula-
tion, but the concept is not commercially mature and was only tested at low temperatures
(20 ◦C), which cannot cause any serious moisture ingress. Finally, poly methyl methacrylate
(PMMA) [24] and fluoropolymer [25] layers were examined as rear covers, with the PMMA
not being tested at harsh conditions but the fluoropolymer layers showing promising
results (device stability after 175 days under light soaking and 50% RH). Nevertheless,
encapsulated perovskite devices proved their great potential for outdoor farm application
with a demonstrated conservation of at least 80% of initial performances (T80), during
5832 h, under real operating conditions [26]. However, no general rules can be determined
about the best encapsulating materials for perovskite photovoltaic devices as stability issues
depend on several parameters: the architecture of the device, formulation of the perovskite,
encapsulation type and processing parameters. Some combinations have already proved
their potential to be able to maintain at least 80% of the perovskite initial performances
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for up to 1000 h at 85 ◦C/85% RH exposure. The latter mainly use glass–glass encapsu-
lation sealed either using polyolefin [27], ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) polymer [28] or
ionomer [6] together with butyl rubber edge sealant, which can be carried out by already
commercially available techniques (lamination). EVA is the encapsulating material mainly
used for silicon photovoltaics; however, presents some disadvantages: degradation under
UV light, relatively low ion resistivity responsible for the acceleration of potential induced
degradation, and the production of acetic acid as a result of hydrolysis. The latter drawback
is highly detrimental to perovskite durability. For instance, recent papers propose the
addition of a primary Kapton encapsulation in order to reduce the impact of the acetic acid
released by the EVA during the panels’ lamination and operation on perovskite device per-
formance [26]. In addition, EVA needs a cross-linking stage during lamination, leading to
increased lamination times and temperatures. The sealing material of choice for the present
work will thus be an ionomer possessing a lower Water Vapor Transmission Rate (WVTR),
higher optical transparence and higher ion resistivity than EVA. Furthermore, ionomers
are chemically compatible with perovskite absorbers as they do not produce an acetic acid
degradation byproduct [29]. A different polyolefin-based material or polyurethane was not
selected due to the extremely low WVTR of the ionomer [30].

If glass–glass sealed encapsulation is largely used and well known for its efficient
protection against water, corrosion and abrasion, glass–backsheet using a flexible polymer
as a rear cover is also the focus of intense interest. The main advantages of the latter are
a lighter weight and better heat dissipation. The literature already explores the compari-
son between such encapsulation types, but mainly for silicon photovoltaic devices. The
identified advantages noted for silicon devices are an increase in water protection and
lessened degradation of the encapsulation with time for glass–glass vs. less mechanical
constraints and additional current in bifacial modules due to scattering effects for the
glass-backsheet [31–33]. It would be interesting to investigate the compatibility of the two
types of encapsulation systems, especially in the case of the carbon-based perovskite solar
cell architecture, presenting a particular interest for industrial scale-up [34].

The aim of the presented work will thus be to highlight the potential differences
between glass–glass and glass–backsheet encapsulations in the protection of the c-PSC
recent technology. The research presented here was conducted firstly by analyzing the
impact of the encapsulation processes on initial photovoltaic properties, and secondly
by separately analyzing the relative effect of humidity and heat. A time evolution of
the macroscopic power conversion efficiency (PCE) was performed, together with specific
characterizations in order to scout the origin of flaws and degradations: light-beam-induced
current mapping, impedance spectroscopy, photoluminescence imaging and a specifically
developed image processing technique using partial device aging.

2. Materials and Methods

The carbon-based perovskite solar cells presented in Figure 1 were provided by So-
laronix and encapsulated with different systems. Devices were sealed in vacuum bags
between fabrication and encapsulation. Their photovoltaic performances were checked
to be fully stable on this timeframe. Full-encapsulated photovoltaic devices were then
subjected to different aging conditions and characterized during aging.
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Figure 1. (a) Architecture of the studied PV devices (the glass and graphite layers are scaled down
in order to represent the proportions of the rest layers correctly); (b) typical current–voltage and
power–voltage curves for devices before encapsulation.

2.1. Fabrication of the c-PSC Devices

In this work, the active area of c-PSC devices was 1.25 cm × 1.20 cm and devices were
manufactured on 5 cm × 5 cm glass substrates in order to allow for a worthy encapsulation.
A glass plate with Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coating from Solaronix, Aubonne,
Switzerland, laser-patterned, was washed in an ultrasonic bath. The solvents used were
1% aqueous solution of Hellmanex, acetone and isopropanol. A solution was formed by
mixing 75% of titanium diisopropoxide bis (acetylacetonate) in isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA). The described solution was further mixed in absolute ethanol with
proportion 1:80. Spray coating was applied, with oxygen as the carrier, on a plate preheated
to 500 ◦C in order to generate a compact TiO2 layer of 30–50 nm thickness. The plate with
the compact TiO2 layer was left until it reached room temperature. Then, TiO2 paste from
Solaronix was screen-printed for the development of the mesoporous TiO2 layer, with
thickness 300–500 nm. The described procedure was followed by drying of the sample at
150 ◦C for 5 min, subsequent heating to 500 ◦C for 30 min and cooling until reaching room
temperature. Afterward, a mesoporous ZrO2 layer (Solaronix) of thickness 1–2 µm was
screen-printed on top of the mesoporous TiO2 layer and the same drying and sintering
method as mentioned above was followed. Finally, the conductive carbon paste (Solaronix)
was screen-printed for the formation of a 10–12 µm thick back contact. The sample was
again dried, sintered and cooled down as before.

The formula for the perovskite precursor ink was obtained as follows: A mixture of
0.191 g methyl ammonium iodide (MAI, Dyesol, Queanbeyan, NSW, Australia), 0.553 g
PbI2 (TCL Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) and 0.015 g 5-ammonium valeric acid iodide (5-AVAI,
Dyesol) was formed. The described mixture was dissolved in 1 mL of gamma-butyrolactone
(GBL, Sigma Aldrich). The sealed solution was stirred at 70 ◦C for 30 min. Without cooling
down, the solution was filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter and left to reach room
temperature. The developed ink was inkjet-printed on the electrode stack with a PixDro
LP50 inkjet printer (SÜSS MICROTEC SE, Garching, Germany). Annealing of the samples
followed at 50 ◦C for 10 min, followed by humidity-assisted thermal treatment at 40 ◦C
and 75% RH for 135 h, in order to reach their optimal performances.

In addition to photovoltaic full devices, partial devices were also considered to inves-
tigate the impact of the different layers on the moisture-induced degradation. The same
procedure as above was used, except that the partial devices were made either without the
carbon electrode or without the titanium dioxide and carbon electrode.

2.2. Encapsulation of the Photovoltaic Devices

Two encapsulation systems were studied: glass–polymer backsheet and glass–glass.
For the encapsulation, an ionomer with a WVTR of 1.9 g/m2/day @ 38 ◦C, 95% RH was
utilized as the sealing material (thickness = 500 µm). First, the c-PSC devices manufactured
on 5 × 5 cm front glass substrates were completed with long silver contacts and ribbons of
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adhesive conductive tapes on the last cm in order to be able to measure their photovoltaic
properties after encapsulation. Then, either a gas barrier polymer (ETFE) backsheet of
0.203 mm with WVTR < 5 × 10−4 g/m2/day @ 23 ◦C, 85% RH or a 1.1 mm thick soda-lime
glass lid was used as rear cover. In the case of the glass rear cover, a lack of adhesion
was revealed and thus an additional polyisobutylene (PIB) edge sealant of 0.5 cm width
was added (see Figure S1). A PIB-including desiccant (solvent and primer free) with
WVTR < 0.12 g/m2/day @ 38 ◦C, 95% RH was thus used in the final proposed glass–glass
encapsulation version. No additional edge sealant was added for the glass–backsheet
encapsulation.

The 1.25 × 1.20 cm active devices were manufactured on 5 × 5 cm glass substrates in
order to allow for a worthy encapsulation from several points of view: (i) enough space
to allow for a more-than-1-cm ionomer sealant strip outside the active area to limit edge
permeation, (ii) enough space to be able to keep this 1 cm sealant strip when adding the
external ribbon contact to ensure the electrical contact with internal silver contacts, and
(iii) enough space to be able to add the 0.5 cm PIB edge sealant.

The described stacks were inserted into an industrially used vacuum laminator, where
the samples remained at temperature 130 ◦C for 10 min. The initial pressure was 1 bar for
3 min, followed by vacuum for the same amount of time. Finally, the samples remained at
1 bar of pressure for the rest of the duration. Prior to lamination, the devices were placed
on a sheet of glass and between two layers of non-adhesive paper. The information in
the ionomer datasheet accounted for the selection of lamination conditions and no further
optimizations were carried out. However, for the glass–glass devices, shims of equal
thickness to the stacks were placed around the samples to prevent glass breakage.

For the partial devices also studied, the same encapsulation procedures were applied
but no external electrical contacts were applied.

2.3. Aging Campaigns

The samples were placed either in a Clima Temperatur Systeme (CTS, type C-40/100)
with environmental chamber at 85 ◦C/85 RH conditions under air (for DH aging, corre-
sponding to IEC standard conditions for module commercialization) or in a Memmert
UNB 100 oven at 85 ◦C under nitrogen (for T aging). As the oven is under ambient air,
the encapsulated devices for T aging were additionally placed inside sealed nitrogen bags
to be sure to prevent both oxygen and moisture ingresses. This T aging condition was
included to potentially identify the degradation mechanisms at high temperature in the
absence of high levels of moisture/oxygen. All aging campaigns were conducted in dark
and with the devices in open-circuit condition during 2500 h. Presented PCE data are for
J–V tracking of the same samples. To do so, samples were periodically taken out of the
chamber. As a general procedure for our solar device aging campaigns, some samples were
also aged without being measured at each sampling point, and photovoltaic parameter
evolutions were found to be similar to the others. In addition, devices submitted to the
full characterization set (imaging and impedance spectroscopy) presented a negligible
deviation as compared to others.

2.4. Characterizations

The J–V curves were measured by a Keithley 2602A System source meter while the
cells were subjected to 1 sun illumination. The illumination was provided by a Newport
92190–1000 light source and controlled via a Newport 69922 power supply (Newport, CA,
USA). The minimum voltage of the J–V scan was −0.3 V, while the maximum was 1.5 V.
The J–V curves were measured with a 5 mV step and the increment was 100 ms. Three
reverse-forward pairs were recorded to ensure stability. In this work, the final reverse
measurement is reported for the evolution of the electrical performance parameters during
DH or T aging.

Light-beam-induced current (LBIC) mapping was performed for the investigation
of the spatially distributed defects in order to control both the lamination step and the
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evolution during aging. LBIC mapping was obtained using a LEPMI home-made system
consisting of a laser beam at 532 nm (0.7 mm diameter) and an automated structure holding
the laser and scanning the sample surface with resolution 0.4 mm. A Keithley 2400 source
meter was utilized in order to maintain the device at short circuit and measure the short
circuit current produced by the cell at the incident spot of the beam. The generated current
maps were transformed into color scale images using OriginLab software (Origin 2021,
9.8) and processed via ImageJ for the extraction of the statistics of the measurements. It
should be mentioned that, due to the laser diameter, a part of the illuminated area was not
covered by perovskite when analyzing the last millimeter border, resulting in lower Isc
values which should not be taken into account for homogeneity assignment.

Impedance spectroscopy (IS) was applied for the analysis of the evolution of resistive
and capacitive effects, within the bulk or the different interfaces of the devices. The
impedance spectra were measured using a Bio-Logic SAS SP-300 impedance spectroscopy
instrument, while the sample was exposed to 1 sun illumination, provided by an ORIEL
LCS-100 solar simulator (Newport, CA, USA). Voltage of 0.7 V was applied to the cell with
oscillation of 30 mV. The frequency range was 2 MHz to 0.5 Hz and the number of points
was 10 per decade. The obtained Nyquist plots were fitted with a 3-RC model [35] described
later in the manuscript in order to calculate the series resistance (Rs), geometrical resistance
(Rct), recombination resistance (Rrec) and ideality factor of the first semicircle [35], which
is calculated using the following equation [36]:

ZCPE1 =
1

Q1(iω)n1

where ZCPE1 is the impedance of the constant phase element and n1 is the ideality factor.
The value of Q1 depends on the ideality factor. If n1 = 1, the constant phase element acts
as an ideal capacitor; if n1 = 0, the constant phase element reduces to a real resistor; and
if n1 = 0.5, the constant phase element reduces to Warburg element. The described model
was fitted via utilization of the Python library impedance [37].

To characterize the absorber quality, photoluminescence (PL) imaging was utilized.
The PL images were acquired using a GREATEYES LumiSolarCell Electro- and Photolumi-
nescence Inspection System, including a CCD camera and green LEDs as the light source.
The selected current for the light source was 1000 mA. The camera was focused on distance
0.45 m while the aperture opening was f/8. The integration and delay time were 2 s and
1 ms, respectively. A filter of wavelengths below 750 ± 25 nm was applied in order to filter
out artifact illumination not emitted from the cell. Full PV devices were analyzed from the
transparent side and in open-circuit condition. The PL images were then processed using
the Python Imaging Library Pillow 9.1.0 [38] in order to extract the PL illumination of cells
in a grey level scale.

Finally, partial-stack architectures were characterized during aging with the help of
a machine learning imaging technique analyzing the variation in color of the full surface
of devices. For this purpose, devices without the dark carbon layer were used in order to
be able to detect the color related to perovskite. According to the procedure described in
CEA’s previous works [39,40], images were acquired at different aging times and then an
algorithm was applied. It computes the evolution of both the area covered by the perovskite
absorber and the thickness of the perovskite absorber by generating a thickness map (here,
red color shade scale was used). It is important to precise that given thicknesses values are
related to effective thickness of the active (non-significantly degraded) perovskite. Indeed,
in our systems, the thickness of the active layer (presented as “porous insulator + perovskite
absorber” in Figure 1a) remains constant. After aging, it can, however, be composed of
either perovskite and/or its degradation compounds (not absorbing in the same range). As
a result, the perovskite layer lightens as it ages, changing from dark brown to light yellow.
Thus, the maximum thickness scale corresponding to initial state was normalized to 1 here.
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3. Results and Discussions

Figure 1a presents the typical architecture of carbon-based perovskite solar cells (c-PSC)
used in this study, i.e., Glass/FTO/TiO2/ZrO2 + PK/carbon. The mesoporous insulating
layer in ZrO2 acts as a host for the infiltrated perovskite active material. As detailed in
the experimental section, all layers constituting the device architecture can be realized by
either spray or screen-printing techniques that are compatible with large-surface devices.
For the perovskite infiltration, inkjet printing was used in order to stay compatible with
the development and industrialization of large-area perovskite devices [11]. The different
photovoltaic parameters obtained for a batch of 18 non-encapsulated cells are presented in
Table 1 (Figure 1b presenting typical J–V and P–V obtained curves).

Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters for devices before encapsulation (typical 18-cell batch).

18 Cells Batch PCE (%) Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF

Average value 13.26 22.60 0.927 0.63

Standard deviation ±0.64 ±0.59 ±0.007 ±0.02

3.1. Impact of the Lamination Processes on c-PSC Devices

Figure 2a presents the typical architecture of our encapsulated photovoltaic (PV)
devices. Two encapsulation systems were studied: glass front substrate–polymer backsheet
and glass front substrate–glass rear cover, both sealed using a laminated ionomer. The two
encapsulation systems are illustrated via photographs of the devices in Figure 2b, and the
different steps of the encapsulation process are detailed in Figure S1 in the Supplementary
Materials File.
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Figure 2. (a) Architecture of the encapsulated PV devices; (b) photographs of the 2 encapsulation
combinations here selected.

First, glass–glass encapsulation was performed, which rapidly highlighted the prob-
lem of the adhesion of the ionomer sealing material (see photographs in Figure S2a in
Supplementary Materials showing evidence of water fog penetration during 85 ◦C/85%
RH aging). This was together confirmed via a rapid loss of performance during aging, as
illustrated in Figure S2b in Supplementary Materials with a 40% loss of performance after
300 h and a 90% loss after 600 h (based on Jsc degradation). According to the literature [29],
the adhesion of ionomers to glass has been shown to be less effective than the traditional
EVA mainly used for silicon device glass–glass sealing. This could lead to delamination
after a short period. In addition, glass warping could occur due to the difference in tem-
perature when introducing the cold PV device within the preheated laminator [41]. This
may accentuate the resulting bad adhesion of glass–glass encapsulation. In the case of
glass–backsheet encapsulation, such behavior was not observed, and the sealing seemed
to be of good quality as the flexible polymer backsheet was able to take the shape of both
areas (i.e., filled or not filled by the PV stack). In order to fix the problem encountered
in glass–glass encapsulation, an additional 0.5 cm edge layer of polyisobutylene sealant
(initial thickness 1.2 mm, before melting) was added (as illustrated in Figures 2 and S1).

Figure 3 presents the impact of the final selected encapsulating systems “glass/ionomer/
backsheet” and “glass/ionomer + PIB/glass” on photovoltaic performances (see Figure S3
in Supplementary Materials for the impact on the J–V curves). Both systems seemed
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to have an impact on the initial properties, with a relative reduction of the conversion
efficiency (PCE) of about 20–25%, giving PCE values of around 9–10% for devices right after
encapsulation. For other PV parameters, glass–backsheet encapsulation seems to affect
the Jsc less but the FF more, ultimately producing a quite equivalent PCE that is, however,
slightly better for the glass–backsheet process. The Voc value is impacted similarly for
both systems. A similar order of magnitude of PCE loss has already been observed in the
literature right after other types of glass–glass encapsulation processes [42]. The stability of
the perovskite absorber under lamination was thus assumed considering a conservation of
at least 80% of the initial performances after lamination. The explanation may lie in the
small thermal degradation of the perovskite due to the applied 130 ◦C temperature during
lamination and/or mechanical stress within the different layers constituting the PV stack.
According to the lamination operating conditions, we can hypothesize that the mechanical
stress experienced by devices with a flexible backsheet should be more homogeneous than
that experienced by a rigid glass back cover. Indeed, the latter does not possess a spatial
planarity guarantee and is also known to be subjected to potential glass warping when
introducing a cold PV device within the preheated laminator. This could act on the FF, as
observed, and on Voc. On the other hand, it is well known that polymer film allows for
better heat dissipation than glass. This allows us to hypothesize greater thermal stress for
perovskite during glass–glass encapsulation. This could act on Jsc, as observed, and again
on Voc.
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3.2. Aging of c-PSC Encapsulating Devices
3.2.1. Evolution of Photovoltaic Performances and Parameters

To evaluate the relevance of encapsulating our c-PSC devices, an evaluation of the
lifetime of non-encapsulated cells was first made under 85 ◦C/45% RH stress conditions.
Open cells were dead before 10 h of exposition, highlighting the need for a pertinent
encapsulation (under stronger 85 ◦C/85% RH conditions, cells were even non-functional
after less than one hour of exposure). It should be interesting to add that cells protected by
a non-sealed glass (with a piece of glass just laid on the PV cell) are fully dead after 500 h at
85 ◦C/45% RH conditions, with a PCE reduced to half after 200 h. The latter result is close
to the one obtained with previously reported defective glass–glass devices without PIB at
85 ◦C/85% RH conditions (Figure S2).
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Figure 4 presents the evolution of normalized photovoltaic parameters for c-PSC
devices encapsulated using the two selected systems: glass–backsheet (i.e., ionomer/gas
barrier film) and glass–glass (i.e., ionomer/glass/edge sealant). A sample of the evolution
of the J–V curves is shown in Figure S3, together with the aging campaigns’ initial average
electrical parameters values in Table S1. In Figure 4a, the devices were exposed to DH
conditions: 85 ◦C/85% RH under air. Glass–glass encapsulation upgraded using PIB edge
sealant was then effective against external atmosphere permeation and ensured an increased
stability when compared with either non-encapsulated devices or the original glass–glass
encapsulation presented in Figure S2. The glass–backsheet encapsulation presents a very
close efficacy to the glass–glass + PIB encapsulation, and slightly better toward the end of
the aging. Surprisingly, although significantly lower moisture ingress might be expected
for the cells including edge sealant due to its favorable WVTR [43], this was not the case
here. Figure 4b presents the aging of identical encapsulated devices exposed only to a
temperature (T) condition: 85 ◦C under nitrogen. This additional “T” aging allowed us to
confirm that the decrease in performance observed upon “DH” was not due to potential
damages endured during lamination but to the effect of moisture/oxygen ingress after their
progressive permeation through the encapsulation. Indeed, upon “T” aging, both devices
were very stable, with PV performance levels being maintained for up to 2500 h with
PCE losses lower than 20% in absolute. This time, again, glass–backsheet encapsulation
presented slightly better stability than glass–glass + PIB encapsulation, however with
closely similar behavior.
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The analysis of PCE together with other PV parameters (Jsc, Voc and FF) presented
in Figure 4 allows to propose the following hypothetical degradation mechanism. Spe-
cific characterizations will then be conducted in the following sections to confirm the
origin of flaws and degradations using light-beam-induced current mapping, impedance
spectroscopy, photoluminescence imaging and a specifically developed image processing
technique using partial device aging.

First, the sole temperature parameter (T aging) causes a slight degradation of the
perovskite leading to a PCE reduction of 20% in absolute within ~500 h. This is mainly
related to Jsc deterioration, which can be found in both DH and T aging. However, the
macroscopic PCE of the cells exposed to DH experienced a close-to-10% relative increase for
up to 600 h. It thus seems that both encapsulations allow for the passage of small contents
of moisture and/or oxygen right at the beginning of aging campaigns, leading to an initial
PCE improvement related to a rise in Voc. This could be due to a small “maturation”
phenomenon [11] occurring in parallel with perovskite degradation upon temperature at
the first stage of aging even under the strong DH conditions. Indeed, in situ passivation of
perovskite defects at grain boundaries using a small amount of PbI2 is known to be able
to enhance both Voc and FF [44]. In accordance with the Voc increase, the FF parameter
also drastically increases after 1000 h of DH aging while remaining constant throughout T
aging.

Regarding the Jsc decrease during the first 500 h of both T and DH aging, it could
either be caused by the high temperature itself or by an interaction with the encapsulation
polymers and gases trapped within them prior to the lamination. It has also been reported
that perovskite films under tensile stress are more prone to cracking and delamination [45].
However, in the presence of a small amount of moisture for DH, defects within the per-
ovskite absorber are passivated, causing a Voc improvement, which anticipates the Jsc
impact on the PCE.

Later, when higher levels of moisture penetrate the samples (in combination with the
high temperature at around 1000 h of DH aging), this leads to a significant degradation of
the perovskite absorber, which is reflected by all the photovoltaic parameters. Until 1500 h,
the degradation of the other layers within the cells should not be considered, as Voc and FF
remain constant and degrade severely only after detrimental deterioration of the Jsc for the
DH aging.

To conclude, both selected encapsulations slow down the degradation of c-PSC devices
in a more effective way than our previously reported ionomer edge sealing method [11].
When similar c-PSC processing methods were used, the latter led to a drastic loss of PV
performance after 200 h of DH with all cells fully degraded after 1000 h, while, here,
performances were maintained under a 20% loss for at least 1000 h under DH conditions.
As the performance durability with the glass–glass + PIB encapsulation concept was slightly
lower than with the glass–backsheet encapsulation, further investigation is needed in order
to elucidate the potential impact on performance durability of either the initial stress during
lamination or the strength of the encapsulation system itself.

3.2.2. LBIC Mapping

To investigate the spatial distribution of the defects, LBIC mapping was performed
on the devices. This furnishes a localization of the degradation signs (see representative
sampling presented in Figure 5). A statistical distribution using box plots is also repre-
sented in Figure S4, with more sampling points. First, LBIC maps at T0 are homogeneous,
highlighting a good homogeneity of the inkjet process used without significant damage due
to the lamination process. The slight disparity in average Isc at T0 between Figure 5a and b
is lower than 10% and is due to the use of a different batch.
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exposure with either the ionomer/gas barrier film or the ionomer/glass/edge sealant encapsulations
(black circles highlight reproducible defaults within the same batch).

The initial improvement in the PCE properties observed with J–V measurements
during DH aging appears here as a slight LBIC-Isc increase during the first 400–500 h
(see Figure S4). This is not correlated with an increase in the macroscopic Jsc during
J–V measurements. However, as the intensity of the excitation signal is quantitatively
lower using LBIC, it can highlight small phenomena that are not visible using J–V. Then, a
progressive significant decrease in the LBIC-Isc was observed, which is compatible with
the macroscopic Jsc decrease after 500 h in DH aging. With aging time, some edge defects
could be noticed, providing local areas with LBIC-Isc = 0 mA (see black circles). They
were surprisingly always located at the same spot within the same batch (i.e., bottom left
for Figure 5a and top right for Figure 5b) and were present in both T and DH aging. It
could probably be related to a defect in the encapsulation process: either a non-optimized
adhesion of sealant resulting in a preferential access path for oxygen and moisture, or
more pronounced mechanical stress generated during the lamination process revealed after
aging. Except for this isolated defect, the decrease in LBIC-Isc was homogeneous within
the entire device surface. This means that the diffusion of the water molecules within the
sealing ionomer is faster than their reaction with the perovskite material. A particular
pattern with vertical lines can, however, be noticed for samples exposed to DH aging. The
lines with higher Isc values are related to the movement of the inkjet printer head where
perovskite is deposited, and the lines with lower Isc values are related to the perovskite
areas filled by diffusion through the mesoporous layers. This probably highlights a lower
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quantity of perovskite in the latter. Regarding the samples aged only thermally (T), a small
increase in Isc till 1000 h followed by a slight decrease after 1000 h was observed, but it was
not significant.

3.2.3. Impedance Spectroscopy

Impedance spectroscopy measurements can be useful for the identification of the
different degradation mechanisms involved in the performance reduction of the studied
devices. Typical Nyquist plot patterns of both unaged and aged devices are illustrated
in Figure 6a,b. A sampling of obtained plots during DH and T aging for both selected
glass–backsheet and glass–glass encapsulations are also represented in Figure S5 in the
Supplementary Materials File.
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It can be observed that the ion diffusion, probably due to perovskite decomposition,
appeared as an increased semi-infinite impedance for both types of aging. Figure 6c presents
the 3-RC model used for fitting all the here-obtained Nyquist plots [35]. This model is one
of the most proposed to fit c-PSC device architectures without a hole transporting layer as
is the case here, providing the extraction of the series resistance (Rs), geometrical resistance
(Rct) and recombination resistance (Rrec). These extracted parameters are presented in
Figure 7 for glass–backsheet encapsulated devices. A similar behavior was found with
glass–glass encapsulated devices, as presented in Figure S6 in Supplementary Materials.
Another represented significant parameter is the ideality factor of the first semicircle, which
was calculated as described in the experimental section and indicates the change in the
lattice of the perovskite absorber when it is lower than one [36].

Figure 7 presents the evolution of the described parameters in cells exposed either to
DH or T conditions. For the DH-aged samples (black symbols), the Rs increased after up to
600 h of exposure and then decreased for the rest of the experiment. A reasonable explana-
tion is that the electrical contact between the perovskite-filled mesoporous bulk structure
and the electrodes is deteriorating due to the initial decomposition of the perovskite layer
caused by heat exposure. The trend then changed toward the opposite direction after a
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significant amount of moisture penetrated the encapsulation, which can be explained as
the passivation of perovskite defaults via a small amount of PbI2 degradation byproduct,
before increasing again when the degradation level increased. Moreover, Rct and Rrec
reached elevated values with aging due to the gradual decomposition of the perovskite
absorber and the passivation effect of moisture, respectively. In addition, changes caused
by humidity on the lattice of the bulk of the cell are visible in the ideality factor evolution,
which dropped significantly after 600 h of DH exposure. It should be noted that most of
the parameters displayed for the last DH aging point did not follow the previous evolution,
but they are probably not correct due to a miscalculation of values related to a degraded
Nyquist plot.
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Figure 7. Evolution of parameters extracted from impedance spectroscopy measurements: (a) Rs;
(b) Rct; (c) Rrec and (d) ideality factor for glass–backsheet encapsulated c-PSC devices during
damp-heat (DH) and temperature under nitrogen (T) aging campaigns (parameters of evolution for
glass–glass encapsulated c-PSC devices are similar, as presented in Figure S6).

Regarding T aging (purple points), Rs also increased with aging time, which is compat-
ible with the observed Jsc decrease measured in J–V. In other words, the degradation of the
contact between the perovskite layer and the electrodes was mainly responsible for the loss
in current. In contrast, Rct and Rrec were not much altered, suggesting that no passivation
occurred in the absence of moisture/oxygen and that the degradation essentially occurred
at the perovskite interfaces. Additionally, the value of the ideality factor remained equal to
1 for the duration of the T aging.

3.2.4. PL Imaging

To further evaluate the quality and potential degradation of the perovskite absorber,
the full PV devices were regularly characterized by photoluminescence imaging while
aging either in DH or in T conditions. A sampling of images obtained from the TiO2 side is
presented in Figure 8 for both types of encapsulation.

One can easily observe the significant increase in the perovskite layer photolumines-
cence during DH aging, while the photoluminescence slightly decreased during T aging.
In addition, for DH, a statistical appearance of local defaults (points) with higher photo-
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luminescence was gradually observed and, at about 1000 h, the same particular pattern
as the one highlighted with LBIC characterization is present (vertical lines). This again
highlights a smaller amount of perovskite outside the path of the inkjet printer head, where
the increase in the default amount due to moisture penetration is more noticeable on the
PL signal. Concerning the local default observed with LBIC mapping for all devices during
both aging campaigns (highlighted by black circles in Figure 5), it was not observable on
the photoluminescence emission of perovskite. This means that their origin is not due to
a more pronounced quantity of moisture/oxygen on the border of the devices, but more
probably to more pronounced mechanical stress generated at interfaces during the lamina-
tion process and revealed during aging. Finally, when the photoluminescence drastically
rises, the observed light image with a hatching pattern as at 1266 h is in fact synonymous
with the saturation of the camera detector.
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(T) exposure with either the glass–backsheet or the glass–glass encapsulations.

For better quantification throughout the aging processes, the average grey level values
are represented in Figure 9 during DH and T aging processes for both encapsulation types
(according to the grey scale, 0 being for black and 255 for white). The observed increase
of PL occurred regularly for both encapsulated c-PSC structures until saturation of the
camera detector occurred between 1000 and 1500 h. Then, the PL intensity decreased. This
is in agreement with observations described in the literature [46]. Indeed, the initial PL
increase should be more related to passivation via PbI2 formation (explaining the initial
improvement of the Voc), and the PL decrease is more related to an important degradation
of the perovskite material [47]. In contrast, no increase in the PL intensity was observed
after pure T aging. The gradual slight homogeneous reduction in the PL signal is probably
related to the gradual amorphization of the absorber without PbI2 passivation in the
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absence of oxygen and moisture, as T aging is conducted under an inert atmosphere (i.e.,
under nitrogen). This phenomenon directly explains the resulting slight reduction in the
macroscopic Jsc.
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3.2.5. Area and Thickness Evolution of the Perovskite Layer

According to a previously reported machine learning imaging technique [39,40], it
was possible to estimate both the thickness of the perovskite material and the perovskite-
filled area evolutions during aging. Figure 10a presents a typical example of the acquired
photographs, and Figure 10b shows the resulting maps obtained after image processing.
For this purpose, partial devices without the final black carbon layer were used in order to
be able to detect the color related to perovskite. The perovskite layer lightens as it ages,
changing from dark brown at T0 (for perovskite) to light yellow at the end of aging under
DH conditions (for the PbI2 degradation byproduct).

With the use of complete devices with carbon electrodes, the color change of perovskite
was only detectable for much-degraded devices with visible penetration of water, as
illustrated in Figure S2a for a glass–glass encapsulation without PIB. For the encapsulation
concepts selected here, no major color change was observable even at the end of aging. It
should be mentioned that the perovskite layer is thick and constitutes a conductive path
within a ZrO2-insulating mesoporous scaffold (1 µm thickness). According to impedance
spectroscopy characterization, the degradation of the contact between the perovskite layer
and the electrodes is mainly responsible for the loss in current. Thus, a small degradation
amount within the perovskite layer (amorphization with or without PbI2 byproduct) can
lead to non-functional cells. If a small change within the perovskite layer color occurs, it
will be hidden by the carbon electrode darkness.
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Figure 10. Examples of (a) top view photographs and (b) respective thickness maps obtained after
processing (for devices without carbon layer, aged under DH conditions with a glass-backsheet
encapsulation).

On the thickness maps, the grey color represents the absence of perovskite, while the
color gradient from light to dark red expresses an increase in perovskite absorber thickness.
The deterioration of the area filled by perovskite and the reduction of the perovskite
thickness with aging time are thus both visible in Figure 10b.

First, partial stacks without the opaque carbon layer, i.e., “Glass/TiO2/ZrO2 + Perovskite”
as presented in Figure 11a were studied. Partial stacks were encapsulated using the
same procedure as for the full PV devices and exposed to DH conditions. The area and
thickness of perovskite were extracted for all the studied samples from maps similar to
those presented in Figure 10, which illustrate the results obtained with glass–backsheet
encapsulation.
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Figure 11. Architectures of the studied partial devices without opaque carbon layer: (a) stack without
carbon and with TiO2, and (b) stack without carbon and without TiO2; (c) normalized areas and
average thicknesses corresponding to the perovskite material during damp-heat (DH) aging campaign
for the two encapsulation types and for both partial stacks represented in (a,b).
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We can observe a particular “round” pattern around 1000 h of DH aging. This is a nov-
elty compared with other imaging techniques previously presented (LBIC and PL). As par-
tial devices do not contain the thick 12-µm mesoporous carbon layer, we can conclude that
the latter was previously protecting the full PV devices by delaying and homogenizing the
moisture diffusion toward the perovskite layer. As presented in Figure 11c (full symbols), it
is obvious that the durability of the partial stacks “Glass/TiO2/ZrO2 + Perovskite” is signif-
icantly reduced compared with full PV devices “Glass/TiO2/ZrO2 + Perovskite/Carbon”.
For full PV devices, the PCE loss is lower than 20% in absolute after 1000 h at DH aging
for both glass–backsheet and glass–glass encapsulations. Here, without the carbon layer,
the perovskite layer was already at half thickness at 700 h and 1000 h for glass–backsheet
and glass–glass encapsulations, respectively, together with the ignition of a drastic fall
of the area filled by perovskite. According to the literature [48], carbon is known to be
hydrophobic and thus to be able to protect the perovskite layer from moisture, which is
here evidenced by the difference in behavior between full-device LBIC and PL mapping
and partial-device image processing maps.

To go further, additional partial stacks without carbon and without TiO2 were also
prepared (i.e., “Glass/ZrO2 + Perovskite” as presented in Figure 11b). Once again, we can
observe that TiO2 also plays a protective role against moisture diffusion. As presented
in Figure 11c, open symbols present faster degradation than their related full symbols.
This even highlights faster degradation for glass–backsheet (i.e., glass–ionomer–gas barrier
film) encapsulated devices than for glass–glass (i.e., glass–ionomer–glass with PIB edge
sealant) ones. With the PIB edge sealant together with the glass rear cover protection, the
presence or absence of TiO2 did not affect much the degradation kinetics. But, in the case of
glass–backsheet encapsulation, the drastic fall of the area filled by perovskite occurs after
300 h without TiO2 vs. 700 h with TiO2. The perovskite thickness decrease also presents a
steeper slope without TiO2.

According to their WVTR values, the ionomer water vapor permeation is 1.9 g/m2/day
vs. 0.12 g/m2/day for the PIB edge sealant. With the latter only being used in the case of
glass–glass encapsulation, it could be assumed to offer about 10 times better edge protection
for the final glass–glass encapsulation. However, this is probably overstated, according to
the potential bad adhesion of the ionomer sealant present after the 0.5 cm width of PIB.
Regarding the surface protection, it again seems that glass–glass should be more effective
than glass–backsheet with full protection while using glass against a permeation lower than
5 × 10−4 g/m2/day, but non-equal to zero, occurring for the polymer backsheet. However,
although glass–glass encapsulation with PIB edge-sealant is shown in this section to be
more effective in terms of moisture/oxygen ingress, the obtained difference is not reflected
in the PCE durability under the same DH aging condition (see Table 2). It thus seems that
the c-PSC device architecture itself also plays an important role in slowing down water
diffusion, especially with TiO2 and carbon layers. This finally leads to the quite equivalent
durability of both studied systems, even if, in terms of WVTR, the PIB edge-sealant is more
efficient than the used ionomer, and glass is more protective than the barrier polymer used
as backsheet. According to the literature, other materials are currently being studied in
order to increase the barrier properties of traditional encapsulating materials (for instance,
multi-walled carbon nanotubes as an additive in epoxy resin [49] or graphene layers co-
laminated with polymers [50]). A non-negligible advantage in our study is that TiO2
and carbon are quite cheap materials that also participate in the photovoltaic conversion
themselves while delaying the moisture ingress.

On another note, according to the PCE evolution with either T or DH aging campaigns
(see Table 2), it seems that the glass–backsheet encapsulation system can finally lead to
slightly more durable devices. One possible reason could originate in the difference in the
lamination stress. Indeed, even if applied lamination conditions are identical, the difference
in rigidity of the two studied configurations can result in a different thermomechanical
constraint within the c-PSC devices [45]. This could lead to different degradation pathways
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and is compatible with the more impacted initial PCE value for devices with glass–glass
encapsulation.

Table 2. Photovoltaic parameters for glass–glass and glass–backsheet devices at the end of aging
campaigns for both “DH” and “T” conditions.

PCE (%) Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF

Ionomer/Gas barrier film DH 2200 h 1.73 4.01 0.885 0.49

Standard Deviation ±0.13 ±0.15 ±0.015 ±0.03

Ionomer/Glass/Edge sealant DH 2200 h 0.44 1.23 0.753 0.41

Standard Deviation ±0.31 ±0.69 ±0.079 ±0.06

Ionomer/Gas barrier film T 2600 h 7.36 19.63 0.915 0.41

Standard Deviation ±0.13 ±0.11 ±0.008 ±0.01

Ionomer/Glass/Edge sealant T 2600 h 6.41 15.03 0.931 0.47

Standard Deviation ±1.88 ±5.19 ±0.006 ±0.02

4. Conclusions

The aim of the work presented was to compare the efficiency of glass–glass and
glass–backsheet encapsulations for the application of carbon-based perovskite solar cells,
which have great potential for industrialization. This was conducted by first separating
the relative effect of humidity and heat. A time evolution of the macroscopic PCE was
performed together with specific characterizations in order to scout the origin of flaws and
degradations. After an update of the glass–glass encapsulation with an additional PIB edge-
sealant in order to prevent the occurrence of observed adhesion flaws, both encapsulation
systems surprisingly provide a similar impact on performance durability. Sole temperature
stress (T) caused a two-step degradation which was rapid during the first 48 h and then
more moderated. The addition of water and oxygen stresses to temperature led to an initial
passivation of defects within the perovskite, which improved the photovoltaic efficiency of
the cells during the first 500 h of DH aging, before becoming prejudicial after 1000 h. The
IEC requirement for the DH test is 1000 h (IEC 61215-1:2021 [51] is the effective updated
last version), and very few studies present data after 1000 h of aging. As our samples
demonstrated a conservation of at least 80% of initial performances (T80) after 1000 h under
DH conditions, we can thus validate our systems. A significant additional contribution of
the paper is the identification of both TiO2 and carbon layers as barriers against moisture
permeation, which inhibit moisture paths through the interfaces. This is the origin of equiv-
alent durability for the two studied systems, even though glass–backsheet encapsulation
has proved to be less effective than glass–glass encapsulation at protecting perovskite from
aging via DH when no TiO2 or carbon layer is used. It could thus be interesting to study
the protective role of other types of transporting layers with the incremental procedure
developed in this paper, together with studying the moisture protective role for TiO2,
carbon and our developed encapsulations in various other perovskite formulations.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pr11092742/s1, Table S1: Impact of encapsulation processes on
the photovoltaic parameters of c-PSC devices: average values for PCE, Jsc, Voc and FF after the
two selected encapsulations (To values for aging campaigns); Figure S1: Encapsulation procedure;
Figure S2: Illustration for the adherence problem of the ionomer film on the glass substrate; Figure S3:
Examples of typical J–V curves measured for the same devices before and after lamination, and
sampling during the aging campaigns; Figure S4: LBIC mapping distributions (box-plots) during
aging; Figure S5: Typical Nyquist plots during damp-heat (DH) and thermal (T) aging; Figure S6:
Evolution of parameters extracted from impedance spectroscopy measurements for devices with
“ionomer and glass–glass + PIB” encapsulation.
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